PRELIMINARY(!)

PROGRAM

IFFR Section Germany/Austria Meeting in KITZBÜHEL
September 1st to 4th, 2016
Our Autumn Meeting 2016 will take place in and around Kitzbühel. The Motto for will be

„Up in the Air“
Our program will offer various possibilities to leave solid ground!
The Town: Kitzbühel, site of an IFFR meeting more than ten years
ago, is a renowned touristic center not only for winter sports, but also
during summer. In its history, it was frequently part of Bavaria, but
since 1504 it permanently belonged to Austria, with the exception of a
short time between 1805 and the Viennese Congress, when, after the
battle of Austerlitz, the Peace of Pressburg put it under Napoleonic /
Bavarian rule for a time.
Kitzbühel lies in the Kitzbüheler Alps, between Wilder Kaiser and Kitzbüheler Horn.

The Weather
According to the time of
the
year:
Mild,
but
changeable.
Something
weatherproof
might
be
indicated. However: the
probability for rain in
September is not very
high...
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Thursday, September 1st, 2016 - Arrival
Our destination airfield, as in 2005, will be
Sankt Johann (LOIJ). We should land
before 13 hrs. LT, to have enough time for
a Lunch Buffet in the Fliegerstüberl at
the airfield. Around 1500 hrs, the bus
will leave for our hotel, where we will
check in around 1530 hrs. In case of bad
weather, Salzburg Airport (LOWS), 80
kms
distant,
is
available
for
IFR
approaches. In this case, we will organize a
transport. Airline services exist both to
Salzburg and Innsbruck, about the same
distance away.
The Hotel
We will stay at the Hotel Rasmushof
Hermann Reisch Weg 15
A-6370 Kitzbühel. (www.rasmushof.at)
A room contingent has been reserved.
Individual bookings should be made by
31st July, 2016, the contingent will expire
thereafter!
Rates by room and day including breakfast:
Single occupancy € 111,-Double room
€ 211,-- (plus
€ 1,80 Local Tax / day, Suites and De–Luxe rooms available – extra charges!)
Bookings directly with the Hotel, code: IFFR
Telephone: +43 5356 65252-0 or E-Mail: info@rasmushof.at

1900 hrs: Dinner at the hotel
We will have our aperitif and dinner in comfort at our residence. At this occasion, the
time schedule for the various activities of the coming two days will have to be
coordinated!

Following activities will be possible:
Tandem – Skydiving, Tandem Paragliding, Glider flying (double seater),
Flying Fox and Climbing Crag!
All times will need to be coordinated ad hoc (Weather, TransportLogistics etc.)! Costs of the individual activities are not included in the
participant’s fee; they must be paid extra at the respective sites!
For our planning, we urgently need information in which activities you
are
interested!
(See
last
page!)
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The List of Activities:
Flying Fox XXL: The Flying Fox XXL, with 1.600
Meters length and a possible maximum speed of
130 km/h is one of the longest and fastest steel
cable slides of the world. Maximum height above
ground during the trip is 143 Meters and will
guarantee a spectacular view. We will shuttle the
participants to the lower terminal of the
Leoganger Bergbahnen cable car in Hütten near
Leogang. From there, the cable car will take you
to the starting point. The Flying Fox people will
provide transport from the „landing“ point back to
the lower terminal.
Price: € 79,- for grownups, € 59,- for children. Info: www.flying-fox-xxl.at
Hochseilgarten Hornpark (Climbing Crag):

This is one of the most spectacular institutions of its kind. We will take participants to the
lower terminal of the Bergbahnen Sankt Johann cable car. The Hornpark reception is
right next to the upper terminal; every participant will be instructed separately.
Price: ca. € 30,- plus cable car fare (Summer prices not fixed yet)
Info: www.hornpark.at
Tandem – Skydiving
For years, Freddy Hofmeier and his Despina (die Fallschirm –
Profis) and Hermann Naschberger (the pilot) have been
fixed assets of Sankt Johann airfield. Freddy has done over
90.000 jumps, Hermann has spent more than 3000 hrs. at the
controls of his C182. No more beautiful setting for a tandem
skydive can be imagined! Half a minute of free fall can be
expected, followed by a smooth glide back to our airfield.
Preis: € 249,- Info: www.bestfallschirm.com
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Ballooning:
Again: our region amidst the
Kitzbühel Alps provides one of the
most beautiful settings for a
ballooning trip. The team around
Walter Seibl and Irmgard Moser
is one of the most experienced in
the Alps. Depending on the number
of participants, several balloons of
various sizes are available. Active
help will be required from all hands
for setting up the balloon and for
deflating and packing after landing.
Depending on the weather, a very
early start might be necessary.
Price: Between € 200,- and 240,- per person. Info: www.ballooningtyrol.com
Glider flying in the twin seater:
The Flying Club Sankt Johann is home of some
very successful glider pilots. Two of them,
Guido Achleitner and Michael Rass (Third
at the World Championship 2014 in Räyskälä),
can be your pilots for glider flights of some 20
to 30 Minutes each. Start modus: Self start
(Guido) and towing (Michael).
Prices unknown to date.

Tandem – Paragliding:

Again, we are close to the professionals for this fine sport! Hervé Chayrou, member of
our Flyers Club and head of the Mountain High Adventure Center will be your contact for
a tandem flight off the Kitzbühler Horn or another suitable location. After an explanation
of theory and aerodynamics of paragliding, a chair lift or cable car will take you and your
pilot to the starting point for a flight of about 1000 Meters altitude difference.
Price: € 120,- including lift ticket. Info.: www.mountain-high.at
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Friday, September 2nd, 2016
Breakfast in our hotel - thereafter, the logistics challenge will begin! According to the
time schedule prepared yesterday, participants will be taken to the respective starting
points for their activities. Those who have not chosen one of the possibilities or will have
to wait for a later appointment should take the occasion to visit to the center of
Kitzbühel, a bare 5 Minutes’ walk away. (The same applies to any free time during the
coming two days – it’s worth it!)
For mornings and afternoons of the coming two days, following destinations will apply:

LOIJ airfield
• Flights
• Skydiving

Leogang / St.
Johann Cable Car
• Flying Fox
• Climbing Crag

Location open
• Balloon
• Paraglider

At 1200 hrs. we plan a bus transfer from our hotel to the airfield, where a luncheon
snack will be provided for all participants who can return in time from their activities.
Return to the hotel in the afternoon.
At 1830 hrs. We will leave our hotel for a short walk through the „Legends Park“
towards the Restaurant „Streifalm“, right opposite the valley station of the
Hahnenkammbahn cable car. We may expect a Tyrolean Evening with some music and
of course food and drink. Walk back to our hotel.

Saturday, September 3rd, 2016
Same procedure as yesterday; Exception: At
about 1100 hrs. a bus will take all those who
are not away for some activities to the
National Park Center Hohe Tauern,
(www.nationalparkzentrum.at) where even our
more earthbound friends will have the
opportunity to leave solid ground at least
virtually: from the perspective of an eagle, a
flight across the Tauern National Park will
provide spectacular impressions. Several more
stations provide more insights into the world of this National Park. After our visit, we will
have a light lunch in the nearby restaurant Bräu Rupp.
At 1830 hrs. Aperitif and dinner again in our hotel.

Sunday, September 4th, 2016
Everything must end sometime, our meeting being no exception. At 900 hrs. the bus
will take us to the airfield for individual departures. For those who landed in Salzburg, we
will provide transport.
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Perticipant‘s Fee
We will arrange to pay landing and stationing fees for our planes out of the budget to
avoid delay for the departures. For this and all food, aperitifs, non alcoholic beverages,
coffe, transport we have calculated a participant’s fee of 280 €. Please remit before July
31st to the following account:
Konto Nr.: 438 7155
VR - Bank Flensburg – Schleswig
BLZ: 216 617 19
IBAN: DE67 2166 1719 0004 3871 55
BIC (SWIFT): GENODEF1RSL
Please note: The complex transport procedures and the various time schedules will make
it impossible to provide a uniform relation between participant’s fees and individual
benefits received. We beg your understanding for this.

Preliminary Information:
To help us in our planning, we need to know which activities you would like to join.
Please mail your preference to the E-Mail address: g.hayn@chemomedica.at
After we will have finalized the program, we will again ask all registered participants for
their preferences, because at this time we will need more exact figures!
We are looking forward to another enjoyable meeting with old and new friends!

Günther Hayn
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Norbert Kirchgaesser

Ingo Neufert

Ulrich Starke

